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Abstract
The purpose of this study are: a) to investigate high school math teacher creativity equality, b) to investigate
what factors can inhibit their creativity consciousness. The subjects of this study consisted of two high school
math teacher who had a different experience academically. The results of the qualitative research show the
relationship between creativity and high school math teacher is focused on procedures and not on the product,
presents the conception refers to the creativity in the perspective of learners. The observation of classes
conducted by researchers for two weeks in a row can be used as an indicator that in teaching mathematics, high
school teacher who observed indirectly applying creativity in teaching math though their confidence is lacking.
They give an opportunity to him to be a creative individual and attractive in front of their students and provide
opportunities to students to construct their own concepts and develop logical arguments. Overall a high school
math teacher is still not directly aware of his creativity, but they can improve the confidence of the students.
Based on the result of reflection and interviews obtained factors that can inhibit the creativity of teachers, among
others; lack of confidence of teachers to students, the limited time to realize the ability of students, teachers
internal and external activities that take a lot of time learning. Factors that could hinder the creativity of teachers
compiled by researchers through depth interviews with high school teachers.
Keywords: creativity awareness, high school math teacher
1. Introduction
1.1 Introduce the Problem
Creativity is an integral part of mathematics (Brunkalla, 2009) and has been proposed as one of the major
components to be included in mathematics education, since “the essence of mathematics is thinking creatively”
(Mann, 2006). A review of the literature about creativity in general and mathematical creativity in particular
reveals different definitions (Leikin et al., 2013) and various approaches and interpretations (Shriki, 2010).
Creativity in mathematics may be characterized in several ways such as employing non-algorithmic decision
making as well as divergent and flexible thinking which allows one to pursue many different avenues and
perspectives in solving a problem (Levenson, 2013). Some researchers refer to creativity using expressions that
relate to cognitive abilities such as aptitude, approach, and knowledge (Sternberg & Lubart, 1996), or to
conceptual thinking abilities that involve flexibility, fluency, and originality (Leikin & Pitta-Pantazi, 2013).
Sriraman (2004) argues that in the context of mathematics, “it is sufficient to define creativity as the ability to
produce novel or original work”. As Livne and Milgram (2006) claim, creative ability in mathematical thinking
is the ability to perceive patterns and relationships using complex and non-algorithmic thinking, and being
capable of original thinking in mathematical symbols.
Creativity is a vital avenue of study in educational research. It is one of the most highly regarded cognitive traits
within the fields of psychology and education, and for good reason. The ability to think creatively has a long list
of benefits, including social, intellectual, educational, emotional and talent-based achievement in school and in
life (Guilford, 1950; Renzulli, 1994; Torrance, 1970; Blicbau & Steiner, 1998). In schools, promoting creative
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thinking helps students to discover and pursue their intellectual interests, as it tends to increase student
engagement with ideas and learning, therefore maximizing success in learning (Amabile, 1989). Torrance (1981)
found that improved concentration, curiosity, motivation, and achievement were seen in instances where creative
learning occurred. And “thus, creative teaching can enhance learning” (Fasko, 2000-2001). Teachers who inspire
creativity in their students have been found to model creative or divergent thinking themselves (Karnes et al.,
1961). Educational researchers have noted that creative teachers advance students’ learning experiences, and
heighten their potential and engagement (Renzulli, 1992; Hickey, 2001; Cropley, 2003; Fasko, 2001; Lilly &
Bramwell-Rejskind, 2004).
Creativity is an essential factor in thinking and learning which cuts across all disciplines. There is a general
conviction that creativity should be supported and developed educational settings (Williams, 2002). However
there remains little understanding of effective applications of creative teaching in classroom teachers. This may
be due to the complex nature of creativity, and the lack of a consistent definition of “what creativity is” or “what
it means” in teaching or educational research (Marksberry, 1963; Sternberg, 1999; Baker et al., 2001; Friedel &
Rudd, 2005).
Based on this, the curriculum reform has done and creativity included in education policy in western countries,
like the United States, Britain, France, Germany, Sweden, and Auatralia (Craft, 2005; Feldman & Benjamin,
2006; Shahen 2010). Asian countries are also responding to this trend. For example, insistence education reform
to produce children’s creative potential in China, due to the phenomenon of students who are high achievers in
mathematics in the international arena has recorded low ratings in the imagination and creativity (Jun, Wu, &
Al-banese, 2010). In Hong Kong, creativity recognized as one of the three generic skills be developed in
education, and some general principles to develop creativity included in the curriculum (Cheng, 2010). In other
countries such as Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore have also been reformed curriculum with an
emphasis on developing of creativity (Choe, 2006; Shahen, 2010).
1.2 Explore Importance of the Problem
In addition, teachers’ attitudes and beliefs may also be an issue. Though most teachers claim that they value
creativity (Runco & Johnson, 2002), their implicit attitudes indicate negativity towards creative students (Runco
& Johnson, 1993; Westby & Dawson, 1995). In Westby and Dawson’s (1995) study, teachers’ least favorite
students showed more characteristics that were identified by experts as creative, than teachers’ favorite students
did. In fact, this study showed that teachers interpreted creativity differently from expert definitions. Though
experts identified characteristics such as nonconformity, emotionality, impulsivity, and trying to do what others
think was impossible as typical creative traits, teachers rated them as the least creative traits (Westby & Dawson,
1995). Similarly, teachers in Scott’s (1999) study also showed negative attitudes towards creative students. Those
teachers perceived creative students as disruptive (Scott, 1999). Even among prospective teachers, it was found
that these teachers had already developed an opinion that students’ unique and novel responses in classroom
discussions were potential distractions (Beghetto, 2007). Moreover, compared to teachers teaching other subjects,
the negative attitude towards creativity was even stronger among teachers teaching mathematics (Beghetto,
2007).
Researchers conducted observations of a math teacher who taught in Mojokerto and a high school teacher who
taught in Jombang. Both teachers are so favored by students, it is visible when the teacher enters the classroom
students are so enthusiastic and excited. Both teachers have the same education, the master of mathematics
education. One teacher observed by researchers in Jombang an outstanding teacher two years in a row and is
now a national instructor. The first teacher to teach students to use various ways and quick tricks in teaching
mathematics, the teacher prefers long process and a detailed explanation of the students. Both the teacher
explained to the researchers that even more skills and good language and light are the main requirements that
should hold by teachers so that students are able to think creatively. But sometimes both the teacher explained to
the researchers that they often neglect students of different explanations with him, and they realized that lack of
confidence towards the new students realized after completion of learning. So researchers interested to probe
deeper awareness of these teachers on their creativity in teaching mathematics and their ability to recognize
students who think creatively.
1.3 Describe Relevant Scholarship
The results of the research so far show that teachers tend to encourage creativity merely in theory anyway, the
teacher does not feel responsible for the creativity of teaching (Aljughaiman & Mowrer-Reynolds, 2005) and
may find creative solutions to solving problems that disrupt (Beghetto, 2007). Teachers rarely taught to show
their creativity, but teachers who are productive are teachers who have more creativity (Schacter, Thum, &
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Zifkin, 2006).
Normandia and Greer (2005) find a mathematics teacher, even though the majority of students have participated
in presenting their work to resolve the issue and write it on the board before class began, none of them ever
asked to explain how and why they solve the problem as they write or do. In other words, none of them ever
asked to take part in discussions about their work before the math teacher explained. In a lot of math class, there
is a great emphasis placed on reading and listening skills, to leave verbal and written communication skills
(Wood, 2012). In addition, according to Wood, is often assumed that in learning mathematics students will
automatically capture and “absorb” the discourse used by the teacher to explain the material, it is considered the
teacher had been able to communicate mathematical ideas being studied. Maybe this is not a problem for many
students, but for teaching mathematics using only the discourse will have a negative impact on many students
(Baber, 2011). Math is taught using the language, teachers assess students’ understanding through the language
they use, and students understand the ideas they use language (Wium & Louw, 2012). Huang and Normandia
(2009) revealed their research, that language becomes essential for the student’s ability to process and
understand the mathematics. In fact, research Huang and Normandia (2009) indicates that the communication
was a major factor in the learning of mathematics. It shows that the idea of communication is very important in
the learning done by a teacher in the classroom. Panaoura (2014) investigated the awareness of student teachers
in mathematical creativity and especially their ability to transfer knowledge to pedagogical mathematical
creativity into lesson plans and advise them in practice indications.
Previous studies that have been described above indicates that teacher beliefs about herself and her students are
still lacking, so teachers need to be aware of its creativity in teaching mathematics.
1.4 State Hypotheses and Their Correspondence to Research Design
Researchers identify awareness of the creativity of teachers through two, namely the scope of the creativity of
teachers viewed during classes, as well as the attitudes and beliefs of teachers to student responses. The indicator
is used as the initial observation data in a knowing awareness of mathematical creativity of teachers in the
classroom teaching.
Researchers explain the factors inhibiting creativity awareness of teachers through observation and interviews.
Teachers realize that there are factors that inhibit creativity during teaching.
Teachers must be fluent in lesson management, flexible in reacting to students’ unexpected responses, and
original in using surprising teaching ideas. This study concentrates on final result primarily from creativity of
mathematics teachers in the classroom and the teacher’s knowledge of the creativity students. The purposes of
this study are: a) to investigate the awareness of creativity of high school math teacher; and b) to investigate
what factors could inhibit their creativity consciousness. Researchers believe that if teachers understand their
ability to show and propose creative activities for teaching mathematics and have a better attitude and a positive
belief in the ability their students, the teacher will have a greater awareness of the creativity.
2. Method
The study was based on the constructivist paradigm (also known as the paradigm interpretation). A constructivist
view of the world where researchers spent a lot of time in the field, notified to some people’s views, and try their
best to understand and present in detail (Creswell, 2013). This research was conducted in the first semester of
2015. To explore the knowledge “creativity” of high school teachers in mathematics affecting its awareness of its
mathematical creativity and the factors that inhibit awareness of mathematical creativity.
The knowledge of mathematical creativity high school teachers was known by researchers through direct
observation in the classroom during two lessons. Researchers saw teachers comprehension, interacting and
exchanging information with teachers, conducted in-depth conversation, and details gathered to express
comprehension of the creative math teacher for teaching and to know what factors inhibit mathematical
awareness creativity.
2.1 Identify Subsections
1)

Observing 10 mathematics teachers from three different schools, among others: SMAN 1 Bangsal
Mojokerto, SMAN 3 Jombang, and SMA 1 Hangtuah Surabaya.

2)

Choose two teachers who meet the specified criteria researchers. The teachers come from SMAN 1 Bangsal
Mojokerto and SMAN 3 Jombang.

3)

Analyze teachers through observation that meet the following criteria: a) have the ability to express ideas
well which include: the notion put forward a rational, systematic forward ideas, logical thinking clearly, in a
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language easily understood, the reasons put forward according to the rules of mathematics. These criteria
can be seen when teachers teach, lead discussions, give opinions, or asked, b) has the ability to write with
good mathematical problem solving, including: completion of clear steps, each step proposed obvious
reasons, the relationship every step clearly completion. These criteria can be seen from the writings of
teachers in the board as explained, or power point that has been prepared teachers.
4)

Interviewing teachers to describe awareness of creativity and the factors that inhibit creativity during class.

2.2 Participant (Subject) Characteristics
The subjects consisted of two high school math teachers. During five weeks, researchers met directly with the
subjects, 2 weeks were used for direct observation in the classroom, to measure comprehension of mathematical
creativity of high school teachers for teaching, researchers measured using observation sheet. In the third week,
the researcher exchanged the information with the subject and conducted the in-depth conversation about the
response of teachers to his awareness during teaching and understanding of the students creativity. In the last
week, the researchers analyzed the findings in the class and exchanged ideas with the subject through direct
conversations about researcher’s findings related to the factors that inhibited the creativity of mathematics
teachers in the classroom.
2.3 Research Instruments
One effort that could be used as the basis to realize creativity of high school math teacher is the belief in himself
in teaching, it can see from the number of positive responses from students and great confidence in the ability
possessed by students. Often the teacher gives examples of questions that can dig up the process of creative
thinking of students is also a reference to see how big the belief of teachers to students that can affect the
consciousness of the creativity possessed. Examples of questions used in observational studies teacher who is
assumed to be able to explore the thinking of students and teachers to explore awareness of creativity itself.
Is the following system of linear equations having solutions? Explain your answer.
2x – 5y = 8
3x – 6y = a
2.4 Data Analysis
Data analysis process starting before researchers entering the field. The data analysis continue as investigators
were on the field at the time of completing the task of researchers in the field. Before researchers entering the
field, is a data analysis conducted the preliminary study. Analysis of this data is directed to determine the focus
of research in the form of awareness of the creativity of teachers in the teaching of mathematics and the factors
that can hinder creativity of teachers in the classroom.
3. Findings and Discussion
Most teachers defined creativity refers to the authenticity of the final product. The data analysis research on the
relationship between creativity and high school math teacher focused on procedures and not on the product,
presented the conception refers to the creativity in the perspective of learners. For example, creativity in
mathematics is not associated with the final result, but the process presented by the students to get the
appropriate results. During troubleshooting procedures “the students explore the different ideas to find a
solution”. Teacher showed his perspective about creativity, and during the teaching process, the teachers tried to
promote mathematical creativity. Teachers believed, if the students was faced with the new problem-solving for
them, then the student was indirectly trying to use the element of originality or novelty to deal with the new
situation. The creativity of students could affect the mathematical environment given to them (Baran et al.,
2011).
Researchers did not only observe high school teacher giving the problem of the system of linear equations of two
variables, but also notice a previous picture made by the teachers about the problems that they will give to the
students. In the design of the picture, teachers began to write alternative process to answer questions devised by
students. In the practice of the four processes answers described by teachers, students had answered three of the
four answers and given reasons respectively. A student found it difficult to write the answer, but he was able to
give good reason to the teacher.
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P
Picture
1. A teaacher’s illustrattion to the studdents’ alternatiive answer
cause
One possibble student answer thought bby the teacher was describedd with the worrds “there is noo solution, bec
“a” is not number”. In the
t classroom practice, morre than 50% of students saidd that the probblems given by the
teacher didd not have a soolution to a vaariety of reasonns, a student saaid because “aa” was not a nuumber, becausse the
universe w
was not clear, and
a because of the unknownn value of “a”.. The students’ reasons in thhe class were based
b
on the assuumption that most
m students rresponded withh a verbal way..

Pictuure 2. The teaccher’s illustratiion of the first student’s posssible answers

Picturre 3. The teachher’s illustratioon of the seconnd student’s poossible answerss
The other students tried to presuppose that ∀a∈R andd ∀a∈Q. In facct less than 300% of students in the class replied
n and
by presuppposing ∀a∈R and ∀a∈Q. IIt was based on the averagge students’s work on usinng substitution
eliminationn.
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Pictuure 4. The teaccher’s illustratiion of the thirdd student’s possible answers
The third aanswer’s draft described by teachers was a possibility iff students presuupposed that ∀
∀a∈ was imagiinary.
In fact theere was no studdent thought tthat “a” was element of the imaginary. Duuring the studeents thinking about
a
solving thhe problems made
m
by the teeachers, the reesearchers hadd conversations with teacherrs about the habits
h
experienceed by teachers during teachinng mathematiccs in the classroom. The teaccher explained that she often used
to use diffferent instructtional design depended on the materials presented, try
rying to underrstand the stud
dents
learning styles using diifferent methoods, such as vvisual aids, viddeo or other m
multimedia, reealizing that every
e
student had a different prior knowledgge and therefore it contributedd to the processs of creative tthinking.
Snatches oof conversatioon between researchers andd teachers whiile waiting forr students to ccome to the board
b
expressingg his argumentt:
Researchers

: Are youu sure that therre is students w
who will answer as your prevvious allegatioon?

Teacher
: yes, maaybe not all sttudents answeer as I have deescribed, or thhere is studentts who will an
nswer
beyond myy expectations.
Researcher

: Which student is classsified as studeents who do thee creative thinkking process?

o had
Teacher
: all studdents giving a rational reasonn certainly havve thought creaatively, but thee students who
a logical aand new answeer certainly are the creative sttudents.
Researcher

: Do youu always observve your studennts in advance?? for example the process off creative think
king.

: Yes, stuudents who thiink critically aand creatively w
will be guidedd further to be able to articipa
ate at
Teacher
the Nationnal Olympiad.
Snatches oof conversatioon between reesearchers witth teachers inndicated that tteachers choosen as the su
ubject
understoodd to the creativity of their students. Obsservations andd interviews w
with teachers aalso explained
d that
teachers hhad an awarenness of their own creativity, although theyy realized thaat there were sseveral factorss that
could inhibbit creativity or
o make negliggent towards thheir creativity.
We considdered creativityy as the dynam
mic characterisstics that couldd be developeed during the eeducational pro
ocess
and we strrongly believed that the valuue of creativityy in mathemattics should nott be underestim
mated (Chamb
berlin
& Moon, 22005). This reesearch was mootivated by the belief that teeachers shouldd be responsiblle for developing a
supportivee and beneficial environmeent for the crreative ideas and the teachhers’ability too propose teac
ching
activities iin order to devvelop their creaativity.
Some reseearches revealeed that math tteachers was nnot creative inn applying maathematical conncepts and assume
that it wass difficult to deevelop a matheematical creatiivity. These finndings were suupported by Bolden et al. (2010),
when all tteachers were interviewed, they did not ssee mathematiics as a creatiive subject. It was importan
nt for
teachers too be aware off their difficultties and limitaations in the appplication of ttheir knowledgge about peda
agogy
theory, because it was the first step for teachers tto develop theeir creativity aand overcome the obstacless that
existed so far. This studyy had many lim
mitations in terrms of subjectt and procedurres that had been used. We had to
remember that the subjeects had an addditional personnal interest to m
mathematics eeducation. It w
would be intere
esting
to continuue our researchh by observingg certain partiicipants next yyear, especiallly for teacherss who recently
y had
their first teaching mathhematics expeerience in highh school. We w
were sure thatt the awareness of math tea
acher
would proovide a good coontribution to our research ffurther and forr the involved school in ordeer to increase more
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the student’s confidence and develop the creativity for education.
4. Results and Implications
The result of reflections and interviews with teachers 1 and teacher 2, then the results were as follows: teachers 1
did not directly provide the problems of creative thinking in students, but it was preceded by much simpler
questions in advance, the learning time was 20 minutes longer than usual, students took nearly 45 minutes to
think about the answers to the problems set by the teacher, some still often asked their friends, teachers knew
well to assess students from the aspect of novelty and flexibility, sometimes teachers often provided intervention
to the students’ verbal reason, because they were busy on other students’ activities sometimes teachers did not
respond to the students’ question who wanted to know why the other students’ answers did not the same as him,
sometimes teachers left the classroom when students were working on the problem because of an internal
activity at school; While teachers 2 tends to immediately gave open-ended problems or problems that allow
students to think creatively, teachers always gave a time limit for the work of students, teachers less tolerated the
students’ answers which were not in accordance with himself, learning time was 5 minutes longer, the teachers
appreciated the different students’argument but they responded less the various students’ question because it was
out of the problem given, quite understood in assessing the creativity of students, teachers sometimes received
phone in class because of external events which they would participate. Based on the result of reflection and
interview, then the researcher obtained the factors that could inhibit the creativity of teachers, among others; lack
of confidence of teachers to different students’argument, the limited time to realize the ability of students,
teachers internal and external activities which took a lot of time learning. Factors that might inhibit creativity of
teachers summarized by researchers through depth interviews with high school teachers.
The classroom observation result conducted by researchers for two weeks sequently can be used as an indicator
that in teaching mathematics, high school teacher who observed indirectly had applied creativity in teaching
mathematics even though they were sorely lacking confidence. They provided opportunities for him to become a
personal creative and attractive in front of different students’argument, and for students to construct their own
concepts and develop logical arguments. Overall high school math teachers were not directly aware of his
creativity, but they could improve the confidence to the students. In this study, high school teachers have been
able to distinguish the ability of different students’argument based on prior knowledge and learning style, able to
attract the attention , able to accept the students’argument in The classroom, able to know their abilities and able
to predict the different students’argument response,and able to indirectly define the creativity in teaching
mathematics.
Researchers believe that this study can directly contribute to further research to develop the ability of teachers to
interpret awareness of creativity and promote creativity in the classroom. The implications of this research are
expected to contribute to the awareness of the theory of the creativity of teachers, improve their skills in learning
innovation which leads to the growth of students’ ability to think creatively, and increase awareness of teachers
primarily through the creative assignment.
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